
SAFETY GLASSES 
THAT PROTECT IN A BLINK.
WE CAN SUPPLY THAT.



Global Industrial™ Safety Eyewear is made from polycarbonate material with scratch-resistant hard-coated lenses for long 
lasting use and durability. Our eyewear provides both optimal and optical protection for job sites, warehouses, plants, and more.

HALF FRAME SAFETY GLASSES FRAMELESS SAFETY GLASSES

The NOVA series sport safety 
glasses are ultra-light in their 
weight for superior comfort 
during prolonged wear. Soft nose 
padding and rubber earpieces help 
provide a snug fit during tasks that 
require quick movement. The lens 
features anti-fog coating for clear 
visibility.

The GLACIER series safety glasses 
provide a classic wraparound 
frame with cushioned nose 
padding and rubber temples to 
ensure a comfortable fit. These 
lens feature anti-fog coating which 
allow clear visibility throughout 
the day.

The STONE series safety glasses 
provide optimal eye protection 
with an incorporated brow guard 
and side shields. The notched 
arms are easily adjustable for 
a perfect fit to the temple. The 
lenses also feature an anti-fog 
coating for clear visibility.

The CRYSTAL series features a wraparound frameless safety 
glass design with an anti-scratch lens for added protection. This 
product line is constructed fully from lightweight polycarbonate 
material for optimal comfort. Available in several lens colors that 
are suitable for use in various environments.

The LUNARLENS series safety glasses features a nonslip temple 
and side shields for better protection and peripheral vision. The 
anti-fog lens prevents excess fogging that can limit visibility. 

The VISTSPEC series visitor spectacles provide an over- 
the-glass economical solution for visitor or short-term site 
visits. Durable polycarbonate lens is available in an uncoated 
(708400) or scratch-resistant hard coat variation. (708121HC).

The CRYSTAL LUMI series features the same design as the 
Crystal series, while offering a petite fit for smaller faces.
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MODEL # LENS COLOR ANTI-FOG

708119CL Clear N

708119SM Grey/Smoke N

708119BL Light Blue N

708119IO Indoor/Outdoor N

708119SI Silver Mirror N

708119AM Amber N

708119CLAF Clear Y

708119SMAF Smoke Y


